Daily excursions from

PIZZA COOKING CLASS

TAORMINA
ETNA (2.000m)

Are you deep fans of Pizza? You’ve tried in all possible ways, but you’ve never
ventured in its preparation? Spend a half a day together with the Chef of one
of the oldest restaurants in Taormina to know all the secrets of pizza! In this
cooking class you learn how to prepare the pizza, in the center of Taormina. The
lesson will take place in a restaurant-pizzeria downtown in Taormina. You will
watch a professional pizza chef working and he will disclose you all the tips to
prepare a perfect pizza. You will prepare your own pizza and you will taste it at
Daily
the end of the lesson. Moreover, the restaurant will offer you a pizza prepared by
(exc. Sat. & Sund.) your trainer, served with some typical starters.

SICILIA OUTLET VILLAGE

€ 40,00

Departure from Taormina to Mount Etna, the highest active volcano in Europe.
During the ascent, different kinds of vegetation can be seen: flowering, fertile
citrus groves, vineyards, fruit trees and orchards, chestnut woods, beech woods, spread right up to the highest point. Then it is almost desert-like, where
juniper bushes and astragalus sometimes grow over the lava. Visit to the
extinct Silvestri Craters at 2000m. Return towards Taormina.

Monday
Friday

ETNA SUNSET (3.000m)

EXCLUSIVE
NOEMA

Wednesday
Saturday

Please bring warm clothes and walking shoes

LIPARI & VULCANO

EXCLUSIVE
NOEMA

This excursion characterized by delightful landscapes takes you into a walking
tour of the peaceful streets and churches of Savoca and Forza d’Agrò, both
used for the shooting of “The Godfather” film. Our first stop is Savoca, here you
can visit the fascinating catacombs of the Cappuccini Convent and the church
of Santa Maria degli Angeli. Afterwards, the excursion heads toward the central
square of Forza d’Agrò, a charming medieval village overlooking the coastline
towards Messina and the straits. Free time. Expected to arrive late afternoon.

Tuesday
Sunday

PANAREA & STROMBOLI

€ 40,00

Please wear appropriate clothes for visiting the churches

Tuesday
Sunday

Full Day
Half Day

EXCLUSIVE
NOEMA

to

€ 52,00
Parking
Lumbi

PAYMENTS: All excursions could be paid in cash (Euro) or with credit / debit card. All
payments could be made also on the spot in our office (Taormina & Cefalù).

Spisone

€ 78,00
€ 60,00

CANCELLATION AND DISCLAIMER: A total refund will be given with 24 hours prior
to departure. If the cancellation is notified less than 24 hours prior to departure,
no refund of any kind will be made to clients. Noema Viaggi reserves the right to
modify the itinerary where deemed necessary. Noema Viaggi will refund clients in
full in cases where an excursion cannot take place due to “forces majeures” or an
insufficient number of participants. Noema Viaggi will not give any refund whatsoever,
if the excursion, once started, cannot be fully completed due to force majeure or
adverse weather conditions. Noema Viaggi whilst acting as intermediary between
the travellers, transport carriers and the hotels, cannot be held responsible for any
accident, delay, irregularity or loss of baggage and personal belongings, as like wise
for damages suffered by passengers incurred by a third party or by “forces majeures”
(floods, landslides, strikes etc.).Noema Viaggi cannot be held responsible for eventual
accidents or damage which might be caused by the explosive activity of the volcano.
Insurance policy nr. 77937879 CEA-RAS Milano according to art. 20 of the Italian Law
(17.3.1995). License number CAT 13 C.84.

DAILY EXCURSIONS

+

EXCLUSIVE
NOEMA

COAST TO COAST

€ 85,00

€ 37,00

ETNA & TAORMINA

Daily

PALERMO & MONREALE

SICILIAN VILLAGES
& RICOTTA PARTY

LUNCH & WINE INCLUDED

Lido La Pigna

Villagonia

Snack Bar - Restaurant - Pizzeria

Giardini
Naxos
Sailing along
Naxos’s
bay. Stop on the coast of Isola Bella, the famous marine
reserve, where you will have the opportunity to admire natural beauties and
immerse yourself in the clear water, where you could snorkel. Continue to the
Capotaormina’s bay. Return to the harbor of Giardini Naxos.

Departure from Taormina to Milazzo, boarding and transfer to Panarea. An approximately 2-hour stop at the port of S. Pietro to allow the visit of the town,
swimming or lunch (optional). Departure from Panarea, circumnavigation of the
mini-archipelago facing the island and transfer to Stromboli. Stop at Scari, until
sunset. You can go for a swim or visit the town and admire the natural beauties
of the island. Departure for the Sciara del Fuoco, to admire the breathtaking
night activity. Expected to arrive late evening.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS ABOUT EXCURSIONS

CONCESSIONS: Children from 0 up to 2 years old: free of charge (without their own
seat). Children up to 12 years old: - 50%. Minimum number for excursions: 15 people.

The tour will begin at the Taormina market where we will buy all the ingredients that we need for the lesson. We will start making home-made pasta,
Once the
Caponata and many other dishes of the Sicilian culinary tradition.Railway
Station
course is finished, all participants will taste the prepared dishes with different Sicilian wines and liquors. Mineral water and coffee included, of course!
Daily
Guests will be provided with a nice recipe in English and a certificate of par(exc. Sat. & Sund.) ticipation from the Chef.

€ 82,00

SINCE 1984

Please bring warm clothes and walking shoes

SICILIAN COOKING
LESSON

€ 45,00

Eco tax not included to be paid on the spot

EXCLUSIVE
NOEMA

ni

jan

to
Le

In the indicated price, the following services are included: all ground and sea transportation as per itinerary; services of a tour leader; taxes; local guides. In the following are
not included: entrance fees for archaeological sites, museums and city tax; meals (unless
otherwise specified). Eco tax for Aeolian Islands not included.

A multilingual experience to discover the most beautiful volcano in Europe:
Etna. During the ascent, you will admire a unique vegetation and wildlife, as
well as the rich history of Sicily and Etna’s past eruptions. You will learn about
geology and enjoying a beautiful trekking discovering extinct craters and
wonderful landscapes. We recommend trekking shoes, adequate clothing: a
jacket, a bottle of water and of course, your camera!

Daily

This excursion will take us along the coastline and typical villages like Fiumefreddo di Sicilia. Continuation towards Piedimonte Etneo and Linguaglossa enjoying
the typical landscape of Mt Etna reaching a height of 800 meters above sea level.
We will pass over ancient and more recent lava flows, reaching a renowned winery, where you will have a tasting of different wines and appetizers. Continuation
towards Linguaglossa, a typical village on the slopes of Mt.Etna. Free time at
disposal. Expected to arrive late afternoon.
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Please bring warm clothes and walking shoes

ETNA OFF ROAD
& TREKKING

€ 50,00

Thursday

Eco tax not included to be paid on the spot

GODFATHER TOUR

EXCLUSIVE
NOEMA

TAORMINA

This splendid landscape excursion takes you to the Peloritani Mountains passing through typical little sicilian villages. You can see typical pastoral life and
taste the local Sicilian specialties in a rustic picnic and wine in Argimusco. We
take you to the Sicilian “Stone Age Rocks”: large megalithic rocks, shaped
like animals and people. Continuation to Montalbano with its typical narrow
medieval streets. Visit of the Castle. Return over Randazzo. Outdoor picnic
included. Expected arrival in the late afternoon.

Friday

Please wear appropriate clothes for visiting the churches

€ 56,00

Please bring towels and swimming suits

UNKNOWN SICILY

Departure from Taormina to Syracuse. The visit begins with the Neapolis archaeological park, the most characteristic part of the old Greek city. Afterwards, the
excursion heads toward Ortigia well-known for the ruins of the earliest Greek
constructions. Visit to the cathedral of Syracuse and the Fonte of Aretusa, a
freshwater spring forming a pool with papyrus plants, situated on a wide terrace
overlooking the sea. Visit to the ancient baroque town: Noto, one of the most
important in Sicily. Expected to arrive late afternoon.

WINE TASTING

€ 70,00

Departure to Milazzo, boarding and departure to Lipari. Time at disposal to
visit the archaeological zone or the old town center. Arrival in Vulcano, visit
of the ancient Grotte dell’Allume. Time at disposal for lunch, shopping or for
a visit of the mud baths and thermal waters for which the island is famous.
In the afternoon you can admire “I Faraglioni”, “Lo Scoglio delle Sirene”, “La
Piscina di Venere” and “La Grotta del Cavallo”. Arrival at the port of Milazzo
and return to Taormina late afternoon.

Thursday

EXCLUSIVE
NOEMA

SIRACUSA & NOTO

€ 95,00

In the afternoon, departure to Mount Etna, that offers a spectacular landscape. You will also experience the black volcano, with its snowy peak during
spring and autumn, and the beautiful Sicilian sea. Guided jeep journey to an
unforgettable trip to the top reaching 1800m. Here you will assist to one of
the most breathtaking sunsets of the world. Expected arrival in Giardini Naxos
around midnight.

Monday
Friday

Thursday

€ 13,00

Children from 5 to 12 years old: Euro 5.00 per person
Children from 0 to 4 years old: Free

EXCLUSIVE
NOEMA

Departure towards the area where the fiction “Inspector Montalbano” was set.
Visit of the beautiful Piazza Duomo of Ragusa Ibla, with its Baroque church
of San Giorgio. Continuation to Punta Secca to visit externally the “House of
Montalbano”. (Possibility to take a bath at Montalbano’s bay). We proceed to
Donnalucata. Afterward, we will reach and visit the Baroque village of Scicli.
Possibility to visit the main room “Montalbano’s office” (entrance fee not included). Expected to arrive late afternoon.

Sicilia Outlet Village is a beautiful place where you will rediscover the pleasure
of strolling from one window display to another of over 140 shops offering up to
70% all year round. Here, you will find top international brands: high fashion,
accessories, kids’ wear, sports and leisure wear, perfume and home accessory
shops, but also selected food services and playgrounds for kids. Sicilia Outlet
Village is the only real Sicilian outlet where shopping is not a luxury!

Wednesday
Friday

Please bring warm clothes and walking shoes

INSPECTOR MONTALBANO
TOUR

€ 55,00

Tel. 0942 24464

SNORKELING

LIPARI & VULCANO

PANAREA & STROMBOLI

ALL OUR TOURS ARE ACCOMPANIED BY PROFESSIONAL & MULTILANGUAGE TOUR GUIDE

Taormina Office: Via Pirandello, 14 - Tel. (0039) 0942.625323
Cefalù Office: Via XXV Novembre, 29 - Tel. (0039) 0921.922394
E-mail: taormina@sicilyexcursions.it - cefalu@sicilyexcursions.it

Soft drinks and snacks will be served on board

www.sicilyexcursions.com

Daily excursions from

Sicily

CEFALÙ

CEFALÙ

Map

PALERMO-MONREALE & STREET FOOD € 53,00
Departure from Cefalù to Monreale. Visit to the Cathedral. Continuation towards Palermo. Guided tour to discover one of Palermo’s famous market
“Capo”, where you will taste the real Sicilian Street Food. Free time for lunch
or shopping , or to discover the historical center with its buildings in Byzantine, Arab-Norman and Baroque architecture. External visit of the Teatro
Massimo. In the afternoon, visit of the Capuchin Catacombs - renowned for
its thousands of mummies. Return to Cefalù in the afternoon.
Please wear appropriate clothes for visiting the churches

EXCLUSIVE
NOEMA

CEFALÙ TOUR

€ 45,00

Pozzo di Gotto
Patti

Guided walking tour to explore the typical fishermen village of Cefalù. Walking
tour through the typical narrow streets of the old village to admire the beautiful
“Porta Pescara”-renowned for the arrival of the King Roger II. Continuation towards the middle-age lavatory. Crossing the typical narrow little roads, we will
reach the spectacular main square and we will visit the majestic Arab-Norman
Cathedral. Little break for a Sicilian Ice Cream tasting (included). Free time for
shopping. Return to the hotels in the afternoon.

Capo San Vito

PALERMO

Carini

Trapani

Erice

d. Golfo

Marsala

Monreale

Partinico

Misilmeri

Partanna

CEFALÙ

Nicosia

Capo Granitola

Sciacca

Ribera

Pla ta ni

Valguarnera

S
Canicatti

Agrigento

Naro

LIPARI & VULCANO

PANAREA & STROMBOLI EXCLUSIVE

€ 66,00

NOEMA

Departure from Cefalù to Milazzo port, boarding and departure for Lipari.
Time at disposal to visit the archaeological zone or the old town center. Departure for Vulcano. Free time for lunch and shopping. Vulcano is well known
for its black sand and the boiling sea water phenomenon. You could relax in
the thermal waters, together with the mud bath. Return to Cefalù in the late
afternoon.

Thursday

ETNA & TAORMINA

SICILIAN VILLAGES
& RICOTTA PARTY

€ 60,00

Departure from Cefalù to the highest active volcano in Europe - Etna.
During the ascent, you will admire different kind of beautiful landscapes.
The bus will stop at 2000m. Visit to the extinct Silvestri’s Craters, where
there will be the possibility to go up to 3000m. by cable car and private
jeep with alpine guide. Free time in Mt Etna. Continuation to Taormina,
well known as the “Pearl of Sicily”. Optional visit of the Greek Roman
Theatre. Free time in Taormina. Return to Cefalù via Messina.

Wednesday

Please bring warm clothes and walking shoes

Daily

Eco tax not included to be paid on the spot

Thursday

Please bring warm clothes and walking shoes

Tuesday
Sunday
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Free soft drinks and fresh fruits will be served on board

SICILIA OUTLET VILLAGE

€ 56,00

This delightful excursion will take you in the most unknown part of Sicily. Departure to “Madonie Park”. Visit of the authentic Sicilian villages such as: Castelbuono, Geraci, Patralia Soprana. Arrival in Piano Battaglia (1572m). Stop for a
naturalistic walk to visit an ancient Sicilian farm, where you will admire the old
traditional way to make fresh cheese called “Ricotta”. Continuation towards Polizzi Generosa. Lunch in a typical Agriturismo with Sicilian specialties (free wine
and water). Return to Cefalù in the afternoon.

€ 35,00

Departure from Presidiana harbour. The excursion will start with a relaxing
mini cruise along the coast in order to admire the wonderful Cefalù sea floor
and the Tyrrhenian Sea where you could see natural landscapes and to snorkel in clear waters.

Departure from Cefalù to Milazzo port. Boarding and departure for Panarea, the
smallest island in the Aeolian Archipelago. Arrival to Calayunco bay. Free time at
disposal. Departure from Panarea to Stromboli, a famous volcanic island. Stop
until the sunset. Continuation towards “Sciara del Fuoco” to admire the spectacular night activity from the boat. Return to Cefalù around midnight.

Tuesday
Sunday

Eco tax not included to be paid on the spot

COAST TO COAST

€ 75,00
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Saturday

Lunch, wine tasting, recipes and soft drinks included!
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Monday

€ 18,00
Capo Gallo

Our cooking class will begin with a nice promenade through the narrow
streets of the old town of Cefalù, discovering little local markets. Thanks to
the explanations of our friendly Chef, we will start with the preparation of
some typical Sicilian dishes. After the cooking lesson, all participants will taste
the dishes they have prepared. All the guests will receive a recipe book and a
certificate of participation from the Chef. An unforgettable experience, where
you will learn to cook delicious Sicilian dishes!
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Monday

€ 13,00

Sicilia Outlet Village is a beautiful place where you will rediscover the pleasure
of strolling from one window display to another of over 140 shops offering
up to 70% all year round. Here, you will find top international brands: high
fashion, accessories, kids’ wear, sports and leisure wear, perfume and home
accessory shops, but also selected food services and playgrounds for kids.
Sicilia Outlet Village is the only real Sicilian outlet where shopping is not a
luxury!
Children from 5 to 12 years old: Euro 5.00 per person
Children from 0 to 4 years old: Free

CREDIT CARDS
ACCEPTED

2022

SCAN ME

